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A business combination is the process of forming a single economic entity by the uniting of two or more
organizations under common ownership. The term also refers to the entity that results from this process. This
transaction is labeled a statutory merger if the acquired company transfers its assets and liabilities to the buyer
and then legally dissolves as a corporation. Both companies retain their separate legal identities although the
common ownership indicates that only a single economic entity exists. Consolidated financial statements
represent accounting information gathered from two or more separate companies. This data, although
accumulated individually by the organizations, is brought together or consolidated to describe the single
economic entity created by the business combination. Companies that form a business combination will often
retain their separate legal identities as well as their individual accounting systems. In such cases, internal
financial data continues to be accumulated by each organization. Separate financial reports may be required
for outside shareholders a noncontrolling interest , the government, debt holders, etc. This information may
also be utilized in corporate evaluations and other decision making. However, the business combination must
periodically produce consolidated financial statements encompassing all of the companies within the single
economic entity. A worksheet is used to organize and structure this process. The worksheet allows for a
simulated consolidation to be carried out on a regular, periodic basis without affecting the financial records of
the various component companies. Several situations can occur in which the fair value of the 50, shares being
issued might be difficult to ascertain. Thus, a quoted figure at any specific point in time may not be an
adequate or representative value for long-term accounting purposes. For combinations resulting in complete
ownership, the acquisition method allocates the fair value of the consideration transferred to the separately
recognized assets acquired and liabilities assumed based on their individual fair values. The revenues and
expenses both current and past of the parent are included within reported figures. However, the revenues and
expenses of the subsidiary are only consolidated from the date of the acquisition forward. The operations of
the subsidiary are only applicable to the business combination if earned subsequent to its creation. Under the
acquisition method, in the vast majority of cases the assets acquired and liabilities assumed in a business
combination are recorded at their fair values. If the fair value of the consideration transferred including any
contingent consideration is less than the total net fair value assigned to the assets acquired and liabilities
assumed, then an ordinary gain is recognized for the difference. Shares issued are recorded at fair value as if
the stock had been sold and the money obtained used to acquire the subsidiary. The Common Stock account is
recorded at the par value of these shares with any excess amount attributed to additional paid-in capital. Under
the acquisition method, direct combination costs are not considered part of the fair value of the consideration
transferred and thus are not included in the purchase price. These direct combination costs are allocated to
expense in the period in which they occur. Stock issue costs are treated under the acquisition method in the
same way as under the purchase method, i. B Consideration transferred fair value From SFAS R an intangible
asset acquired in a business combination shall be recognized as an asset apart from goodwill if it arises from
contractual or other legal rights regardless of whether those contractual or legal rights are transferable or
separable from the acquired enterprise or from other rights and obligations. If an intangible asset does not arise
from contractual or other legal rights, it shall be recognized as an asset apart from goodwill only if it is
separable, that is, it is capable of being separated or divided from the acquired enterprise and sold, transferred,
licensed, rented, or exchanged regardless of whether there is an intent to do so. An intangible asset that cannot
be sold, transferred, licensed, rented, or exchanged individually is considered separable if it can be sold,
transferred, licensed, rented, or exchanged with a related contract, asset, or liability. Investment in Badger
value of debt and shares issued , Common Stock par value The stock issue cost is a reduction in additional
paid-in capital. The figures earned by the subsidiary prior to the takeover are not included Prove those figures
with a worksheet a. Prior to preparing a consolidation worksheet, Marshall records the three transactions that
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occurred to create the business combination. Consideration transferred at fair value Add the two book values.
Add the two book values plus the fair value adjustment. Summation of the above individual figures. Add the
two book values plus the debt incurred by the parent in acquiring the subsidiary. Summation of the above
figures. Prepare a consolidated balance sheet Consideration transferred at fair value Because this basis exceeds
the amount paid, Allerton recognizes a gain on bargain purchase. This is an exception to the general rule of
using the fair value of the consideration transferred as the basis for recording the combination. Under the
acquisition method, stock issue costs reduce additional paid-in capital. The acquisition method records direct
costs such as fees paid to investment banks for arranging the combination as expenses. Revenues and expenses
of the subsidiary from the period prior to the combination are omitted from the consolidated totals. Only the
operational figures for the subsidiary after the purchase are applicable to the business combination. The
previous owners earned any previous profits. This amount indicates a bargain purchase: Also, use worksheet
to derive consolidated totals. In accounting for the combination of NewTune and On-the-Go, the fair value of
the acquisition is allocated to each identifiable asset and liability acquired with any remaining excess
attributed to goodwill. Because On-the-Go continues as a separate legal entity, NewTune first records the
acquisition as an investment in the shares of On-the-Go. The accounts of NewTune have already been adjusted
for the first three journal entries indicated in the answer to Part b. The consolidation entries are designed to:
The consolidated balance sheets in parts a. The economic substances of the two forms of the transaction are
identical and, therefore, so are the resulting financial statements. Includes a bargain purchase. Purchases are
recorded at the fair value exchanged. The book value equals assets minus liabilities. Under the purchase
method, stock issue costs reduce additional paid-in capital. Direct costs of a combination are added to the
purchase price. Acquired in-process research and development is typically reported as an expense in the year
of the acquisition assuming 1 no alternative use for the assets involved in the research and development, and 2
no resulting products have reached technological feasibility. The equity, revenue, and expense figures of the
subsidiary do not affect the financial reports at the date of acquisition. The parent records the issuance of the
20, new shares and the payment of the stock issue costs. Purchase price fair value: Only subsidiary expenses
incurred after that date are applicable to the business combination. As in Part b. Unless a bargain purchase has
occurred, assets acquired are recorded at fair value. Unless a bargain purchase occurs, assets acquired are
recorded at fair value. A bargain purchase has occurred; thus, no goodwill is recognized. Only subsidiary
expenses incurred after that date are included by the combined firm. Buildings at fair value Land at fair value
In accounting for the combination of Merrill, Inc. Because Harriss continues as a separate legal entity, Merrill
first records the acquisition as an investment in the shares of Harriss. Debit Credit Totals Debits Cash 84, 40, ,
Receivables , 90, A 10, , Inventory , , , Investment in Harriss , S , A , Land , 60, , Buildings , , A 30, ,
Equipment , 50, , Patent A 30, 30, Goodwill A 40, 40, Totals 1,, , 1,, Credits Accounts payable , 30, ,
Long-term liabilities , , A 20, , Common stock , 40, S 40, , Additional paid-in capital 74, 74, Retained earnings
, , S , , Totals 1,, , 1,, Note: The accounts of Merrill have already been adjusted for the first three journal
entries indicated in the answer to Part b. In a pooling of interests, the book values of all assets and liabilities of
the two separate companies were simply added for the combined corporation. A business combination that is
accounted for as a pooling of interests was a combination of the ownership interests of two previously
separated companies. Because the ownership technically did not change, no event occurred mandating a
change in recorded values. The existing basis of accounting continued for both companies. For a pooling of
interests, the registration fees and any other direct costs relating to the business combination were considered
period expenses of the resulting combined corporation. Although the companies combined during the year, in
a pooling of interests, the combination was reported as if the companies had always been combined. Revenues
for both companies for the entire year were reported as well as expenses. Operations were combined
retroactively. Pre-acquisition revenues and expenses were excluded from consolidated results under the
purchase method, but were included under the pooling method. Poolings, in most cases, produce higher rates
of return on assets than purchase accounting because the denominator typically is much lower. Future EPS
under poolings were also higher because of lower future depreciation and amortization of the smaller asset
base. Managers whose compensation contracts involved accounting performance measures clearly had
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incentives to use pooling of interest accounting whenever possible. The acquisition method records a business
combination at the fair value of the consideration transferred for the acquiree plus the fair value of any
noncontrolling interest. Under the purchase method SFAS , the business combination is measured at the
accumulated cost of the combination. In a business combination between willing parties in which the acquirer
purchases percent of the equity interests or net assets that constitute a business an acquiree , the fair value of
the consideration transferred usually is more clearly evident and reliably measurable than the fair value of the
acquiree in the absence of evidence to the contrary. Therefore, the acquirer usually should use the
acquisition-date fair value of the consideration transferred in exchange for the acquiree to measure the fair
value of its share of the acquiree on that date. However, in cases where the fair value of the consideration
transferred is not readily available, other estimation techniques may be used. These techniques include the
market approach and the income approach. If the net fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed
exceeds the acquisition-date fair value of the acquired firm consideration transferred plus noncontrolling
interest fair value , the excess is recognized as a gain on bargain purchase. Thus, assets acquired and liabilities
assumed are recognized at their fair values with limited exceptions even in a bargain purchase. Under the
SFAS purchase method, if the net fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed exceeds the cost of the
combination, the excess first serves to reduce the fair values assigned to certain long-term assets with any
remaining excess recognized as an extraordinary gain.
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